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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 7 Feb 2012 18.30
Duration of Visit: 2h
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07754490428

The Premises:

Sasha was using a borrowed flat having recently decided that the parlour she worked in was not
maintaining its standards. It was easy to find, parking in the area is restricted but I parked opposite
as it happens. The flat arrngement was OK but not perfect.

The Lady:

Fit and tanned blonde 30-something. Wearing a fluffy dressing gown and slippers. Nothing wrong at
all with the underneath the dressing gown bits. Nice shapely boobs and bum, would be really super
if she lost only a small amount of weight, and I mean small. One small tat I can remember, navel
and toungue pierced. Very friedly and chatty, would put anyone at their ease.  

The Story:

I took a shower then joined Sasha, minus her fluffy dg, on the bed for a light icebreaking massage.
This moved gradually to light but prolonged kissing, then oral each way, hers being too good, with
for once a tongue piercing being really effective. I had to stop her or it would have been all over, so
fitted a lurid red condom and enjoyed a decent grind in the basic positions, after which Sasha took
no persuading to finish me orally, sucking me to the point where I start to squeak owing to the
sensitivity. She disappeared to spit and we then enjoyed a nice chat before gradually getting into a
second go, with the same round of positions including plenty of kissing when the position allowed,
to a nice end in mish.
We chatted some more before i got dressed, found my wallet after a panic, paid and left. No time
pressure at all, could probably have stayed for hours, at least that's how it felt.
I hope Sasha can sort a place out for herself as she would do well as an indie. 
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